The article contains an analysis of virtual networks and technologies that are used at data centers todays. Many different solutions can be implemented and the best depends of the needs of enterprises.
Introduction
A virtual network represents a network with a certain type of connectivity characteristic. A virtual network is not a one-to-one mapping with a specific classic network concept. An instantiation of a virtual network on a set of host groups is called a network site. It is possible to have a single virtual network but three different network sites for the same logical network. Furthermore, the network site can be divided into multiple VM networks and associate VMs with the VM network.
Data center virtual network architecture with the use of "distributed switch"
A distributed switch is a managed entity configured in VMware vCenter Server. The distributed switch abstracts a set of network switch functions that are configured on each associated host. vCenter Server manages the configuration of distributed switches, and the configuration is consistent across all hosts. Distributed switch is a template for the network configuration on each VMware ESXi host [1] .
Each distributed switch includes distributed ports. They can be connected for any networking entity, such as a virtual machine or a VMkernel interface to a distributed port. vCenter Server stores the state of distributed ports in the vCenter Server database. Networking statistics and policies migrate with virtual machines when the virtual machines are moved from host to host [2] . A distributed switch functions as a single virtual switch across all associated hosts. Distributed switches have several benefits over standard switches: They simplify data center administration. They enable networking statistics and policies to migrate with virtual machines during a VMware vSphere vMotion migration. They provide for customization and third-party development.
Having the network configuration at the data center level (VMware vSphere Distributed Switch), not at the host level (standard switch), has several advantages [3] :
• Data center setup and administration are simplified by centralizing network configuration. For example, adding a host to a cluster and making it compatible with VMware vSphere is much easier.
• Distributed ports migrate with their clients. For example, when you migrate a virtual machine with VMware vSphere vMotion, the distributed port statistics and policies move with the virtual machine, thus simplifying debugging and troubleshooting.
• Distributed switches support private VLANs. With private VLANs, VLAN IDs can be used in a private network without worrying about duplicating VLAN IDs across a wider network.
• Enterprise networking vendors can provide proprietary networking interfaces to monitor, control, and manage virtual networks. VMware vSphere Network Appliance API enables third-party developers to create distributed switch solutions [2] .
Data center virtual network architecture with the use of "distributed switch"microsoft hyper-v networking.
Hyper-V was introduced as a role as part of Windows Server 2008 and it has become available as a standalone version called Microsoft Hyper-V server [4] .
Among other things, using Windows core OS means that there is no graphical user interface and the configurations are performed via Windows PowerShell.
The feature set of Hyper-V is similar to the features of VMware ESX. For instance, instead of vMotion migration, Hyper-V has Live Migration. Instead of a vNetwork Distributed Switch (vDS), Hyper-V has a logical switch. Instead of the concept of the data center, Hyper-V has a folder. The suite of products that manages Hyper-V is called System Center [4] . 
Data center virtual network architecture with the use of linux kvm and networking
Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is part of the kernel, but it doesn't perform hardware emulation-a user-space element provides this. The management of virtual machines in Linux is achieved by using two elements:  libvirt: A toolkit that enables the interaction with the virtualization features of Linux. Virt-viewer, virt-manager, and virsh (shell to manage virtual machines) rely on libvirt;  qemu: A hardware-emulation component that runs in user space in KVM. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between these components. Open vSwitch works on hypervisors such as KVM, XenServer, and VirtualBox. Open vSwitch can run as a standalone virtual switch, where every virtual switch is managed independently, or it can run in a "distributed" manner with a centralized controller by exposing these two configuration elements:  Flow-based forwarding state, which can be remotely programmed via OpenFlow;  Switch port state, which can be remotely programmed via the Open vSwitch Database (OVSDB) management protocol Open vSwitch also supports the ability to create GRE-or VXLAN-based tunnels.
Data center virtual network architecture with the use of open vSwitch
Open vSwitch (OVS) is a software switch with many networking features, such as: IEEE 802.1Q support; NetFlow; Mirroring.
Open vSwitch can run as a standalone virtual switch, where every virtual switch is managed independently, or it can run in a "distributed" manner with a centralized controller by exposing these two configuration elements:  Flow-based forwarding state, which can be remotely programmed via OpenFlow;  Switch port state, which can be remotely programmed via the Open vSwitch;  Database (OVSDB) management protocol Open vSwitch also supports the ability to create GRE-or VXLAN-based tunnels.
One of the key characteristics of Open vSwitch is that it has a flow-based forwarding architecture. This is similar to the concept of a control plane and data plane separation in many Cisco architectures where the supervisor provides with Hypervisors the data plane handles the packet-forwarding capabilities. This particular aspect of OVS allows it to run in a distributed manner in OpenFlow architectures [4] . OVS has three main components:  A kernel component implementing the fast path;  A user space component implementing the OpenFlow protocol;  A user space database server. Figure 5 illustrates the architectural components of OVS. Figure 5 Architectural components of OVS.
The solutions to enable VM-to-VM communication are a virtual switch such as the Cisco Nexus 1000V or Open vSwitch.
Architecture of virtual network with the use of cisco nexus 1000v
Cisco Nexus 1000V is a feature-rich software switch that runs on multiple hypervisors. Cisco Nexus 1000V provides functions such as: ACL filtering on individual VM ports; Switched Port Analyzer (SPAN), or Remote SPAN, features of individual VMs; NetFlow statistics of the local traffic; Capability to shut down VM ports individually [6] .
The Cisco Nexus 1000V consists of two main components: the Virtual Supervisor Module (VSM, the control-plane component) and the Virtual Ethernet Module (VEM, the data-plane component). Together these components provide the abstraction of a physical switch, whose supervisor is the VSM and whose line cards are the VEMs that run within each VMware ESX host. All configurations are performed on the VSM and propagated to the VEMs that are associated with it. A VSM can be a virtual machine and run redundantly just like a redundant supervisor. It is possible to add a VMware ESX host to the Cisco Nexus 1000V vDS from VMware vCenter to make a VMware ESX host become part of a Cisco Nexus 1000V domain, and as a result run a VEM. A VSM running as a virtual machine provides the abstraction of a CLI managing a large modular switch [6] . The user employs Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol at the management interface of the VSM, or simply uses the console-the virtual machine console screen-to configure the network characteristics of the VMware deployment. The VSM forwards the configurations (VLANs, QoS, private VLANs, etc.) to all the VEMs that are part of the same domain or, in other words, that are under the same Cisco Nexus 1000V.
